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Abstract
Credit risk is a factor that arises from the failure of the party to the contract. It is one of the most important factors of risk
production in banks and financial companies. Still, there is no standard set of features or indices which have been declared
through all credit institutions and according to the classification of customers, they are able to do through terms of credit
value. In this paper, a meta-heuristic of imperialist competitive algorithm with modified fuzzy min–max classifier (ICA-
MFMCN) is offered to identify an optimal subset of features and increased through accuracy classification and scalability
through assessment of credit risk. Performance of proposed ICA-MFMCN classification is approved and recognized using a
real credit set that has been selected from a UCI dataset. Classification accuracy is comparable for what has been indicated
through resources. The experimental which result, in obtaining new classification by utilizing the proposed are promising for
future classification are selection processes in assessment of credit risk through retail, indicating that ICA-MFMCN is one of
the ways which can be used to add existing data mining techniques.

Keywords Credit risk · Feature selection · Imperialist competitive algorithm and modified fuzzy min–max classifier

1 Introduction

Credit risk is rooted from the fact that the contract party is
not able to perform contractual obligations [1–5]. Impact of
the risk is measured by the cost of replacing the cash from
default on party to the contract. Losses from credit risk may
be occurred before the actual failure party to contract. Gener-
ally, the possible loss credit can be explained as a result of a
credit event. A credit event can be real when the capabilities
of contract party change at the completion of its obligations
[1]. The risk arises when the recipients of facilities do not
have the ability to repayment of installment’s debt to the
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bank. Therefore, assessment of credit risk has attracted the
attention of many researchers in recent years. Many years
ago, focusing on researches of the customer’s credit risk
assessment was completely incoherent. Quantitative models
of customer credit assessment were created after business
credit and mostly due to the problem of data availability.
Information was limited to financial institutions databases
[2]. Currently, certain data are available in several countries
publicly and Tax offices and researchers have developed the
scoring quantitative techniques to different credit. Because
of the crisis, banks are exposed to challenges in finding new
ways to precede business that should be safer and to be effi-
cient and helpful completely. They were under the pressure
of the crisis, because it showed the level of dangers that were
inclusive in the business banking. In retails, risks are con-
sidered often without an accurate estimation of degrees and
their likely consequences. Many decisions that have been
included in the borrowing customer’s business have made
it necessary to rely on models and algorithms more than
human authority and based on such algorithm decisions on
hard data [3]. In terms of high economic value, banks have
reached high rates of profit for their owners and are not
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exposed to the challenge of finding new ways of the busi-
ness.

Despite the difficulties many banks faced and some have
been bankrupted. Investors have been increasingly cautious
and are not willing to invest their money in such troubled
banks. Moreover, regulators strengthen their capital need of
the banks [4] and they resist in the face of such crisis sit-
uations. State governments and international organizations
are occupied in rescue situations and prevent further conse-
quences of the crisis; it was a catastrophic situation because
one of the fundamental causes of the crisis was the way
that banks reacted to it. Little detailed methods were used
in risk assessment of retail and the collateral for the loan
funds was considered as a main successor [5]. The casual-
ties were inevitable when it became clear that this collateral
is not worth as much as the original assessed value and
credit risk of customers has not properly assessed valuable.
All reasons should be worked on for the crisis and even
methods which the bank gets busy to business; in terms of
the risk taking at the time of work, funds, loan the oper-
ations should be faster, safer, more accurate and based on
data banks should utilize in better ways. This capital is
not only in terms of monetary but also in terms of the
data which are collected in the database. Capital in terms
of the customer must be better managed by banks. This
information should be transformed to knowledge and then
money.

Using machine learning algorithms is going to discover
new way to reduce the existing risk in credit risk assessment.
Recently, researcher studied this field [4–6]; however, there is
still a huge gap between accuracy and being trustable these
algorithms to be used at banks. Therefore, we proposed a
new method based on combining a metaheuristic algorithm
with a classification method to get better accuracy. So, in
this paper we want to make a high accuracy algorithm to be
used in industrial and real-world applications. To evaluate
the proposed method, a dataset at UCI has been used from
German validation datasets from UCI repository of machine
learning datasets that is available andhas beenmade from700
examples of valid applications and 300 applications with bad
credit.We have obtained slightly better results in comparison
with other methods, especially classification without feature
selection.

The paper has been organized as follows; Sect. 2 explains
related work, Sect. 3 proposes method completely; Sect. 4
discusses about experimental results with evaluation and
comparison of performance and the last section presents the
conclusion of the paper and will be introduced in future
works.

2 Related Work

The present information which is in the database can be used
for assessment of credit risk, but these data have large dimen-
sions usually. Unrelated features in the educational database
canmake lower precision results in the classification analysis.
Selecting the most important features is required to increase
forecast accuracy, speed and scalability [6–9]. In different
fields, for example, to evaluate credit risk, using appropriate
features set is critical to the success of the learning process
and as a result by itself is amajor problem.To evaluate feature
selection methods that are connected strongly to scalabil-
ity algorithms and also it provides selection of incremental
feature, a new and efficient hybrid classification has been
proposed in the research.

Feature selection problem is one of the challenging prob-
lems in machine learning and statistical pattern identification
field [10, 11]. This problem is important inmany applications
(such as classification), because in these applications there
are a lot of features, many of which are either unused or do
not have much information [12]. Removing these features
does not create problems in informational term but raises the
computational load for the intended application. In addition,
it leads to storing a lot of useful information along with use-
ful data. Various methods of feature selection are trying to
select the best subset from 2N candidate subsets [13]. In all
these methods, a subset is selected as the answer based on the
type of application and type of definition that can optimize
the value of an evaluation function. Any selection method
tries to select best features. However, when the amount of
N is high, the range of answers will increase. As a result,
time complexity of finding optimum result will be grown
exponentially.

In general, different methods of feature selection based on
the type of the search are divided into different categories.
In some techniques, the entire possible space is searched [8].
In other methods that can be heuristics, or random search
[12], the search space becomes smaller in exchange for losing
some of the efficiency. Aha and Bekhet showed that feature
selection improves the classification performance and pro-
vides evidence [6]. Dannas et al. applied a feature selection
for data collection using feature subset selection algorithm
based on relationships along with the search of Taboo Search
in features’ subsets [14]. It should be noted that the recov-
ery of even a fraction of a percent is enough to attract the
attention of many scientific and practical methods. To test
the hypothesis as well as to assess the accuracy of the pro-
posed technique, tests are performed on a genuine validate
[15].

To handle the feature selection challenge, this study
presents analysis and credit risk assessment based on com-
bining a classification method and optimization algorithm.
New classification, in the name of ICA-MFMCN, is derived
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from imperialist competitive algorithm [16] and a modified
fuzzy min–max classifier [17, 18]. Feature selection plays an
important role in big data. In the previousworks, in the feature
selection field and optimizing their performance, imperial-
ist competitive algorithm has shown significant results. In
the paper [19], the authors tried to select the best features’
set to classify any type of rice, based on the sample image
using imperialist competitive algorithm. The outcome has
shown that the imperialist competitive algorithm had signif-
icant improvement in different issues, especially in feature
selection. To this aim, mentioned algorithm is used for fea-
ture selection in present paper. There are many classification
methods and the reason of using modified fuzzy min–max
classifier is that this type of classification shows more accu-
rate results as compared with neural network algorithm and
support vector machine. According to the modified fuzzy
min–max classifier method in the paper [17], it can be used
in new classification methods. Therefore, in this paper, by
combining imperialist competition algorithm and modified
fuzzy min–max classifier, an appropriate feature selection
method is presented for credit risk data.

3 Proposedmethod

In this section, the proposed method will be explained which
consists of Imperialist CompetitiveAlgorithmand amodified
fuzzy min–max classifier.

3.1 Imperialist competitive algorithm

According to Fig. 1, the ICA, like other evolutionary opti-
mization methods, starts with initial population. In this
algorithm, every element of the population is called a coun-
try. Countries are divided into two categories of the colony
and imperialists. Every imperialists depending on its power,
a number of colonized countries turned to their domination
and are controlled by them [16].

In colonial competitive algorithm when there are good
countries that belong to the same attractive region, this trend
converges to local optimum, rapidly. Wonderful country
becomes the dominant on population quickly and arrives to
premature convergence. Thus, among some countries revo-
lution that can be useful and is belonging to different regions.
Changing the algorithm parameters can affect the perfor-
mance of the model. It should be noted that after every step
of the algorithm, conditions for the next step of algorithm
can be changed dynamically. Furthermore, can change the
initial population, the selected layout, and type of intersec-
tion, mutation rate or other parameters of ICA are modifiable
and the results of these modifications can be controlled. The
flowchart of ICA in Fig. 1 explains what is used in proposed

Start with
initialization
(countries)

Move the colonies toward their relevant imperialist

Is there a colony in an empire Which has lower cost than
imperialist

Exchange the position of that imperialist and the colony

Yes

Compute the total cost of an empire

Pick the weakest colony from the weakest empire and give it
to the empire that has the most likelihood to process it

Is there an empire with no colonies

Eliminate this
empire

Yes

Stop Condition satisfied

End

Yes

No

No

No

Fig. 1 The flowchart which describes ICA utilized in the proposed
method

method. Benefits of the proposed algorithm can be summa-
rized as follows:

• The higher ability to optimizecompared with different
algorithms of optimization, by different variety of opti-
mization problems.

• Suitable speed finding optimal answer.

ICA has been used for feature selection in the proposed
method; so in next section, it will be explained how this
algorithmwill be utilized for the purpose. In the next section,
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M-FMCNwill be described which is one of the best existing
classifiers.

3.2 Modified fuzzymin–max classifier

The specific kind of neuro-fuzzy is Fuzzy Min–Max which
has high efficiency instead of other machine learning meth-
ods [18] which can be learned in a very short time. The Fuzzy
Min–Max used in this paper has a close similarity version in
[17], which is the most frequently applied type in the written
works. In the proposed work, a Fuzzy Min–Max classifier is
used which uses modified compensatory neurons. This clas-
sifier can work online and it is a supervised method based on
fuzzyMin–Max.Overlapping divisionwas created in borders
on thewhole. In this approach formanaging overlapping divi-
sion, a changed compensatory node based on radios-based
transition function that can increase the classification accu-
racy is used. In the algorithm, time and space complexity
have been decreased. In addition as it has been shown in the
experimental results, the proposed method is less sensitive
to external parameters compared with other methods [17].

3.3 Hybrid ICA andM-FMCN

To implement the proposed algorithm by this modification,
first using the ICA algorithm selects the optimal features
and in the next step using the M-FMCN is classified on the
selected features and credit risk creates the appropriate cat-
egories. The proposed method flowchart has been shown in
Fig. 2.

General idea for the proposed method is combining the
ICA and M-FMCN, moreover, we will start with feeding
input data, then ICA starts selecting the best features. There is
one interesting point that should be noted, not onlyM-FMCN
is used inside ICA as a cost function but also M-FMCM is
used as a classifier for final decision. Therefore, this con-
nection makes ICA more accurate to select features. In ICA
optimization, there is a cost function like all other optimiza-
tionswhich should beminimized. Considering a suitable cost
function for every problem is very crucial. Therefore, accord-
ing to our goal in this paper we calculate accuracy for each
iteration based on each feature till to achieve high accuracy.

In this paper, using randommethods, the initial population
(countries) as binary numbers 0 and 1 of credit risk data fea-
tures are produced. In fact, a primary sample’s length is equal
to the amount of data feature. The value 1 in country shows
that the column should be selected, while the 0 value shows
that this feature does not have the capability of selection. A
sample of production in a country is shown in Fig. 3.

After the production of the initial population amounts,
cost function of every country is calculated, as well as pri-

mary imperialists and their empires would be created. Cost
function amount of a country is predicted with F as follows:

Fit � F
(
Xcountry

) � F( f1, f2, . . . fn). (1)

The initial population number is specified with n and the
number of imperialists, with m which is powerful countries
selected as imperialists. The rest of set is specified with i,
gained from i � n − m and this set is colonized according to
the split among imperialists. To broadcast countries among
imperialists, the following equation will be applied.

Fitm � max(costi ) − costm . (2)

A number of colonies will be given to every imperialist,
whose number fits its power ith. The Eq. (2) shows the power
of the imperialist (Fitm) that costi is the gained cost of the ith
imperialist, max{costi} is the imperialist maximum cost and
costm is the paid cost for normalizing this imperialist. The
colonized countries are divided according to Eq. (3).

Pn �
∣∣
∣∣∣

Cn
∑Nimp

i�1 Ci

∣∣
∣∣∣
, (3)

where Cn and Ci are the cost of the imperialist and country,
respectively.The ImperialistCompetitiveAlgorithmstarts by
having primary states of every imperialist. Evolution process
is in a loop that continues to satisfy a stop condition. The
power of an imperialist is defined according to Eq. (4).

(4)

T · Cn � cos t
(
imperialistn

)

+ mean
{
Cost

(
colonies of empiren

)}
.

By repeating the current process in the Fig. 2 flowchart,
weak empires lose their strength and are destroyed by weak-
ening. Imperialist competition causes a state that only one
imperialist would exist. This is when colonial competition
algorithm stops by achieving the target function’s optimum
point. In this paper, stop state is a specified repetitive num-
ber. When the feature selection process is finished with the
imperialist competition, in the next phase of Fig. 2 flowchart,
the selected features are sent to M-FMCN classifier. In
this classifier which uses the fuzzy logic for classifying,
the classification of credit risk data is done and finally
the classification accuracy is extracted and set to the out-
put.

The M-FMCN classifier is a hybrid and homogeneous
method of classification that uses a multi-layer tree struc-
ture. This method, against its appearance, does not work
like decision tree and mostly behaves like cascade classifica-
tion hybrid methods. In this method, to increase performance
and the accuracy of the network performance, hyper boxes
with different sizes and in different levels of the network
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Full Features
Set

Move the colonies toward their relevant
imperialist

Is there a colony in an empire Which has lower
cost than imperialist

Exchange the position of that imperialist and the
colony

Yes

Compute the total cost of an
empire

Pick the weakest colony from the weakest
empire and give it to the empire that has the

most likelihood to process it

Is there an empire with no
colonies

Eliminate this
empire

Yes

Stop Condition
satisfied

Yes

No

No

No

Designate final
solution

Final Features subset

Make a Model
for classification

Start M-FMCN

For i=1 to
n

If i=1
Create

Hyperbox
V=W=Ah

yes

Is there any bi that
can accommodate

Ah?

no

Extend b

yes

Next i

Create
Hyperbox
V=W=Ah

no

Foreche bi
and bj that
belong to
other class

If Isolation?

If
containment

?

no

Add ONN

no

Next pair

Add CNN yes

yes

Fig. 2 The hybrid proposed method flowchart

01001111000110010101111000101110

Fig. 3 Sample of center the initial population (country) of solutions set

are used, so that the classification in the uniform and the
non-boundary area is conducted using large hyper boxes
and in the boundaries which need higher accuracy using
hyper boxes which are smaller and have higher accu-
racy.

Here, unlike the earlier methods of FMM (fuzzy min—
max), formanagingoverlapping areas, hyper-box contraction
is not used. Instead, data within each overlapping area are
classified in the next layers and with higher accuracy. This
task is done such a way that by moving from the first layer
to the last one, hyper-box size and the space covering are
reduced and decision accuracy is increased. In Fig. 4, the
hyper-box formation of the first and second layer and their
classification method in the proposed method is shown.

In this network, every node of a tree is a distinct classifier
which is responsible for classification in a special area of the
sample space and has distinct outputs. The existing node in
the first layer (root) mostly covers all the sample space and
is mostly responsible for large uniform classification areas.
The second layer nodes cover the homogeneous areas of the
first layer and classify the samples which are in these areas.
Respectively, every node of the ith layer covers one of the
homogeneous areas of the ith layer and is actually responsible
for classification in the mentioned area. After the formation
of the general tree, the best output of these nodes is selected
and considered as the output of the entire network. In this
paper, every node of this tree is introduced as sub-network.
Similar to other methods of FMM, all the hyper boxes are
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Fig. 4 Proposed classification method in first and second layer

Table 1 Summary of ICA-MFMCN parameters

Parameter Settings

Population size 50

Maximum number of features 12

Minimum Specifications 5

Fitting criterion Accuracy

Fitting function Min–Max fuzzy neural network

Type of neural network Forward multilayer network

Size of the hidden layer 2 + 1/(number of properties +
number of classes)

Training cycles [300; 600]

Quickly learn [0.3; 1.0]

Momentum [0.2; 0.7]

Choice plan Roulette wheel

Dynamic selection pressure Yes

Retain the best people Yes

Likely to attract Number of features/1

The possibility of revolution 0.9

Maximum fitting Unlimited

Maximum number ofgenerations 50

Using initial stop Good

created and set in the training phase and used in the test phase.
Moreover, like classification methods, the management of
the homogeneous areas is conducted after the creation and
setting of the available hyper boxes in a network. This task, as
mentioned previously, reduces the time and space complexity
of the algorithm. Respectively, classification is conducted
using M-FMCN method. For get more details, refer to [17].
Table 1 shows the parameters that have been used in this
paper.

4 Empirical results

ICA-MFMCN proposed classification functions have been
validated using genuine validation data set collected in the
UCI database. The test has performed on Germany dataset to
validate the results presented from ICA-MFMCN algorithm
that are available to public. These results are comparablewith
other outcomes mentioned in this paper.

4.1 Describing data collection

German validation datasets from UCI repository of machine
learning datasets are available and have been made from 700
examples of valid applications and 300 applications with
bad credit [20]. The main dataset, as provided by Professor
Hoffmann for every application, contains 20 inputs features
that describe credit history, account balance, loan purpose,
loan amount, employment status, personal information, age,
job titles and housing. The main data set has 13-Stratified
features that some of them have been converted to binary fea-
ture sets in a way that they can be managed by the MFMCN
properly. German credit datasets converted 30 regular fea-
tures of the correct data type and 2 special features (ID and
Labels) that are available at the following website (http://
ocw.mit.edu/courses/sloan-school-of-management/15-062-
data-mining-spring-2003/download-course-materials). All
features of descriptive statistics are shown in Table 2.

5 Experimental results

After initial production solutions, a subset of reduced fea-
tures has been created as a complex of features in the initial
solution. According to Table 2, it can be seen that original set
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Table 2 Credit data sets
converted to descriptive
statistics

Attr. Code Description Statistics Range

att1 ID Observation no. avg � 500.500±88.819 [1, 1000]

att2 CHK_ACCT Checking account status avg � 1.577±1.258 [0, 3]

att3 DURATION Duration of credit in
months

avg � 20.903±12.059 [4, 72]

att4 HISTORY Credit history avg � 2.545±1.083 [0, 4]

att5 NEW_CAR Purpose of credit avg � 0.234±0.424 [0, 1]

att6 USED_CAR Purpose of credit avg � 0.103±0.304 [0, 1]

att7 FURNITURE Purpose of credit avg � 0.181±0.385 [0, 1]

att8 RADIO/TV Purpose of credit avg � 0.280±0.449 [0, 1]

att9 EDUCATION Purpose of credit avg � 0.050±0.218 [0, 1]

att10 RETRAINING Purpose of credit avg � 0.097±0.296 [0, 1]

att11 AMOUNT Credit amount avg �
3271.258±2822.737

[250, 18, 424]

att12 SAV_ACCT Average balance in
savings account

avg � 1.105±1.580 [0, 4]

att13 EMPLOYMENT Present employment
since

avg � 2.384±1.208 [0, 4]

att14 INSTALL_RATE Instalment rate as % of
disposable income

avg � 2.973±1.119 [1, 4]

att15 MALE_DIV Applicant is male and
divorced

avg � 0.050±0.218 [0, 1]

att16 MALE_SINGLE Applicant is male and
single

avg � 0.548±0.498 [0, 1]

att17 MALE_MAR_WID Applicant is male and
married or a widower

avg � 0.092±0.289 [0;1]

att18 CO-APPLICANT Application has a
co-applicant

avg � 0.041±0.198 [0;1]

att19 GUARANTOR Applicant has a
guarantor

avg � 0.052±0.222 [0, 1]

att20 PRESENT_RESIDENT Present resident since –
years

avg � 2.845±1.104 [1, 4]

att21 Applicant owns real estate avg � 0.282±0.450 [0, 1]

att22 PROP_UNKN Applicant owns no
property (or unknown)

avg � 0.154±0.361 [0, 1]

att23 AGE Age in years avg � 35.546±11.375 [19, 75]

att24 OTHER_INSTALL Applicant has other
installment plan credit

avg � 0.186±0.389 [0, 1]

att25 RENT Applicant rents avg � 0.179±0.384 [0, 1]

att26 OWN_RES Applicant owns
residence

avg � 0.713±0.453 [0, 1]

att27 NUM_CREDITS Number of existing
credits at this bank

avg � 1.407±0.578 [1, 4]

att28 JOB Nature of job avg � 1.904±0.654 [0, 3]

att29 NUM_DEPENDENTS Number of people for
whom liable to
provide maintenance

avg � 1.155±0.362 [1, 2]

att30 TELEPHONE Applicant has phone in
his or her name

avg � 0.404±0.491 [0, 1]

att31 FOREIGN Foreign worker avg � 0.037±0.189 [0, 1]

att32 LABEL Credit rating mode � 1 (700), least �
0 (300)

1 (700), 0 (300)
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Table 3 Primary solutions and reduced feature set for dataset of German credit

Current solution IG Gain ratio Correlation Voting 

att2

att3

att4
att5

att6 

att7

att8 

att9

att10 

att11 

att12 
att13 

att14 

att15 

att16 

att17 

att18 

att19 

att20 

att21 
att22 
att23 

att24 

att25 

att26 

att27 

att28 

att29 

att30 

att31 

Table 4 Compare the average
prediction of two techniques for
dataset of German credit

Methods Iteration

1 2 3 5 10 20 30 50

GA–NN [15] 75.65 76.88 77.36 77.81 78.03 78.18 78.37 78.50

Hybrid GA–NN [15] 77.75 78.16 78.25 78.37 78.55 78.74 78.83 78.90

ICA- MFMCN 78.5 78.89 78.95 79.05 79.13 79.36 79.01 80.02

of features has been reduced from 30 to 20 features in stages
to reduce the search space. Due to the number of trials, the
initial parameters of colonial competitive algorithm are set
on the experimental values to 1, except for the maximum
number of features that is set on 16. Furthermore, the initial
parameters of M-FMCN are set on the same values of test 1,
except number of test cycles that are set in the interval [30,
100].

All basic parameters run up to another, did not change
except the parameters that are shown in Table 3. Accord-
ing to these, for German validation dataset 99 measurements
have been performed that are expressed in terms of percent-
age accuracy for every technique. ICA-MFMCN technique
in the eighth run reached the best average prediction accu-
racy of 80.4%, with chosen unique plan described and type
of one_point intersection. ICA-MFMCN technique reached
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Fig. 5 Comparison of dataset of
German credit results with a
distance on the coordinates of
the point agree a scale measure

Table 5 Statistics tests of the differences among the ICA-MFMCN and
the GA–NN for the German credit

Test Level of significance p value

Paired t test (two-tailed) 0.009 0.000

D’Agostino and Pearson omnibus
normality test

0.049 0.714

Shapiro–Wilks normality test 0.048 0.390

Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed-rank test (two-tailed)

0.016 0.009

the best result that is 81.0% in the seventh run with selected
unique plan and uniform intersection type. The best solu-
tion for ICA-MFMCNandgenetic algorithm–neural network
(GA–NN) techniques is obtainedwith 12 and 16 selected fea-
tures, respectively.

To validate the findings of Test 1, summary comprehen-
sive results of Test 2 are presented in Table 4 and Figs. 3
and 4. Table 4 and Fig. 3 show that the difference between
the average predictions two techniques in 8 first-generation
ICA-MFMCN is narrow, while the differences of accurately
predicted between generations 8th and 50th ICA-MFMCN
remain the same size (see Fig. 5).

According to Fig. 4, it is clear that the objective function
value enters to the stage of saturation after the eighth gen-
eration that is similar to results of Test1. Objective function
value in the last 40 generations grows less than only first 4
generations from 10 generations to 50. The results presented
in Tables 4 and 5 show a clear connection between ICA-
MFMCN and GA–NN techniques and their performance.
According to the finding, it is concluded that there is an
impact of reducing the search space, and incremental step,
with the effects of strategies to create an initial population of
an ICA-MFMCN in the general classification, and it is con-
sidered a positive relationship. Moreover, this was supported
by statistical tests (see Fig. 6).

Table 6 compares the results of the proposed ICA-
MFMCN method with other methods such as GA–NN
method in German credit dataset. The average rate of accu-
racy shown referring to the results of dataset is valid. Results
obtained that use from the training data set, have not been
shown. Adaptive review shows that ICA-based algorithm

suggests a credible alternative to select optimum feature for
credit risk assessment that provides the best performance.

5.1 Statistical analysis

Theproposed ICA-MFMCNmethod examinedwithGA–NN
method which is used the paired t test. The null hypothesis
is rejected because the calculated t value is greater than the
critical two-tail tabulated value 3.3554 with the chosen level
of significance 0.009, in comparing the paired t test with a
t value of 6.8136 and 8 df. The paired t test presumes that
sets of values from population of pairs in which the alter-
ation among sets follows a Gaussian distribution [21] are
tested. Normality test has been applied to test the assump-
tions. There is no sufficient indication to support the claim
that we have experimented our pairs of values from a popula-
tion of sets that is different from a Gaussian distribution (see
Table 5), because of the D’Agostino and Pearson omnibus
normality test p value � 0.714 is greater than a � 0.049 and
the Shapiro–Wilk normality test p value � 0.39 is greater
than a � 0.048.

Beside the paired t test, we have examined the ICA-
MFMCN which is a new technique and the GA–NN tech-
nique applying Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test.
This test offers a strong substitute to the paired t test,while the
population of difference scores is symmetrically distributed.
While the test is only slightly less powerful than the t test,
the data are normally distributed. In addition, it is consider-
ably more powerful when the different scores are regularly
distributed with heavy tails.

The null hypothesis is tested by the Wilcoxon matched-
pairs signed-rank test. As depicted in table of exact critical
values for the Wilcoxon’s matched-pairs signed-rank test
[21], is the smaller of the sums less than 2, there will be
a significant discrepancy among the classifications. The sum
of the ranks for positive differences is Rpos � 45, and the
sum of the ranks for negative differences is Rneg � 0. The
smaller sum of the ranks is Rneg � 0 leading to rejecting the
null hypothesis at the 99.0% confidence level and refusing
the idea which the difference is due to chance, and also we
can find out that the populations contain different medians in
favor of the proposed novel ICA-MFMCN technique. This
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the results of dataset of German credit with equal spacing on the coordinates of the point

Table 6 Comparison of the resultswith other techniques (German credit
dataset)

Methods Selected features Accuracy

Average Std. Average (%) Std. (%)

ICA-MFMCN 12.02 1.36 80.02 0.281

Hybrid GA–NN
[15]

12.36 1.57 78.90 0.297

GA–NN [15] 13.91 1.81 78.50 0.402

SVM + GA [22] 13.30 1.41 77.92 3.970

GP [22] 13.20 2.10 78.10 4.120

NN [23] All – 74.67 –

SVM [24] All – 76.59 0.328

inference is in accordance with the t test and the hypothesis
H1 of the current investigation.

6 Conclusion and future work

By competition growth and risk, also a reduced profit mar-
gin in retail credit industry, options should be faster, safer
and more accurate and based on data. To meet these needs,
credit institutions should consider more sophisticated tech-
niques to assess credit risks. Feature selection is one of the
challenges in creating a complex method. In this paper, an
exploration of new advanced hybrid feature selection has
been proposed to deal with these problems. New technique

uses the early experience of experts and fast algorithms per-
formance to future ranking and also optimization capabilities
of an ICA. The proposed algorithm is used from the UCI
repository of machine learning credit dataset to estimate the
performance. The average rate of accuracy obtained is com-
pared by parametric paired t test and signed ranking test with
Wilcoxon matched pairs on the values obtained from the
GA–NN technique. Statistical test results show that the avail-
able data support the hypothesis of searching for reliability
level of 1%. Since the feature selection in data mining activ-
ities is epidemic, a subject of research can be more existing
algorithm application on datasets in other regions. There-
fore, according to the specification of the data, rapid filtering
techniques can be used to reduce the searching space.
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Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativecomm
ons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit
to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative
Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.
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